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Abstract: The building industry is responsible for approximately 40% of energy consumption and
36% of greenhouse gas emissions in the European Union (EU). The most efficient way of reducing
a building’s environmental impact is addressing it in the design stage. Here, design freedom
is the greatest, but uncertainty is high and there is a nearly limitless number of design options.
Based on experiences with zero emission buildings (ZEB) and zero emission neighbourhoods (ZEN),
a mapping review has been conducted to analyse how parametric life cycle assessment (LCA)
and algorithms have been used to address neighbourhoods, buildings, and construction materials.
Results have identified a general gap of knowledge regarding the use of parametric LCA models for
decision-support purposes, demonstrated by the substantial focus on analytical methods compared
to procedural methods. Implications for the evolution from ZEB to ZEN are twofold: (i) an integrated
approach with multiple tools and methods is required, and (ii) further development of algorithms
in the tool are needed to address complexity, sensitivity, and uncertainty. This study is expected to
foster the development of algorithmic approaches to improve the ZEB tool as a decision-support tool.
Further research should address the key questions of when and how.

Keywords: life cycle assessment; LCA; carbon footprint; zero emission buildings; zero emission
neighbourhoods; algorithms; parametric LCA; parametric design

1. Introduction

1.1. Background: Reducing the Carbon Footprint of Buildings and Neighbourhoods

The building industry is responsible for approximately 40% of energy consumption and 36% of
greenhouse gas emissions in the European Union (EU) [1]. Energy consumption has typically been
addressed through stricter building code requirements for its consumption during the use phase.
An example is the EU directive on the energy performance of buildings, which requires near zero energy
buildings (nZEB) by 2020 [2]. There are no similar legal requirements when it comes to greenhouse gas
emissions from buildings, but voluntary efforts have been directed at both the building materials scale
and buildings scale by both private and public organisations. An example of this is the zero emission
buildings (ZEB) project [3,4], which led to the development of a parametric ZEB tool [4,5]. Recently,
the focus has increased on the neighbourhood level, for example, as described by Lotteau et al. [6], and
has addressed projects such as ZEN [7], BREEAM Communities [8], PI-SEC [9], and so forth.

The most efficient way of reducing a building’s environmental impact is to address it in the design
stage, where one has the greatest design freedom. Another incentive to get it right from the start is
the cost of changes. A large change late in the process will be more expensive to implement than
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a similar change during the design stage. However, calculating the environmental impact is more
difficult earlier in the process, due to uncertainty and a nearly limitless number of design options, and
also due to a lack of tools for early design stages [10]. Thus, on one hand, there is a high potential
to reduce costs and environmental impact in the design stage. On the other hand, it is evident that
uncertainty and the large volume of design options represent a significant challenge.

The aforementioned challenges relate to building scale design. Expanding from a building-scale to
a neighbourhood-scale perspective adds further to the complexity and interconnectivity. A neighbourhood
can be seen as a system of systems, where subsystems such as buildings and infrastructure can have
very different functions, system boundaries, time perspectives, and so forth. Consequently, a more
overarching decision-making process during the design stage is required for materials/components,
buildings, and neighbourhoods, to be able to explore design options, understand the consequences at
different system levels, and for reducing the carbon footprint.

1.2. Definitions: Zero Emission Building (ZEB) and Zero Emission Neighbourhood (ZEN)

A zero emission building (ZEB) is an energy-efficient building with on-site renewable energy
generation that can export enough energy to compensate for the carbon footprint of the building’s own
energy and material consumption in a life cycle perspective. The ZEB definition from the research centre
FME ZEB [4] defines a number of ambition levels for a ZEB. Examples of ambition levels are ZEB-O
and ZEB-COMPLETE. For the ZEB-O ambition, the exported energy must be sufficient to compensate
for the carbon footprint of all operational energy use. For the ZEB-COMPLETE, the exported energy
must compensate the carbon footprint of the whole building in a life cycle perspective [11]. It should
be noted that the term ZEB can also refer to a zero energy building. This is not the same as a zero
emission building. Although multiple definitions exist, a zero energy building (ZEB) or a nearly zero
energy building (nZEB) typically focuses on the energy production and consumption during the use
phase only [3]. For an overview of definitions, please see Andresen [3].

Broadening the scope from the zero emission building (ZEB), the goal of the zero emission
neighbourhood (ZEN) is to bring the zero emission concept to a neighbourhood scale. Defining the
ZEN is part of the ongoing research project FME ZEN [7]. ZEN expands the scope to include buildings,
energy systems, mobility, and infrastructure. Here, the exported energy must compensate for the
carbon footprint of the entire neighbourhood, over a specified study period. The ZEN definition
includes indicators on carbon footprint, energy, power/load, mobility, economy, spatial qualities,
and innovation. Neighbourhoods are context-dependent, and stakeholder consultations are therefore
needed to capture the relevant social aspects for a specific neighbourhood.

ZEB and ZEN aim to reduce the carbon footprint of buildings and neighbourhoods. This is based
on using life cycle assessment (LCA), which is a common approach to identifying and reducing the
environmental footprint of a product or service. Neither LCA nor carbon footprints are systematically
used in the design of constructions today. In some cases when LCA is implemented in the design
process, this analysis is undertaken too late, when most of the preliminary design decisions have
already been made. This means that there is a risk of selecting either suboptimal designs or suboptimal
materials and processes. The present paper proposes to address this risk by considering an LCA-based
parametric approach that serves as a decision-support system from early design to erected building,
making it possible to understand the effect of design choices on multiple system levels.

1.3. Aim of the Study

The aim of this paper is to investigate how the use of parametric LCA models can contribute
to decision making for materials/components, buildings, and neighbourhoods. The motivation for
investigating parametric LCA models for ZEB and ZEN is the need for decision support that extends
the scope of current approaches [12]. This is in line with Lotteau et al.’s [6] identification of a “clear
research need for the development of approaches that would enable the contextualization of the
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assessment of energy consumption in buildings while remaining consistent with data availability in
a project’s early design phase”.

The starting point is the real-life experiences with the zero emissions buildings tool (ZEB tool),
developed in the FME ZEB project [4] to calculate the carbon footprint of zero emission buildings (ZEB)
and tested on several pilot buildings [13]. It is based on type III environmental product declarations
(EPD) developed in accordance with the standards ISO 14025 [14], ISO 21930 [15], and EN 15804 [16].

Section 2 provides an overview of the ZEB tool and its adaptation to specific needs. In Section 3,
a mapping review is conducted to provide an overview of how parametric LCA and algorithms have
been used to address neighbourhoods, buildings, and construction materials. Section 4 discusses how
parametric LCA can be evolved towards parametric design, and Section 5 draws the conclusions.

2. The ZEB Tool and Its Potential for Adapting to Changing Needs

2.1. Introduction to the ZEB Tool

The Research Centre on Zero Emission Buildings (ZEB Centre) was a Norwegian research project
from 2009 to 2017 [5], with a key purpose of reducing the carbon footprint from buildings in a life
cycle perspective. One result from this project was a definition of a zero emission building [17],
including system boundary definitions and differentiated ambition levels for implementation in
building projects [18]. Another result was a tool for calculating and documenting greenhouse gas
emissions from buildings, referred to as the ZEB tool. The ZEB tool was continually developed through
the ZEB Centre’s time period, and has been applied to a number of pilot buildings [11].

The ZEB tool calculates the carbon footprint of a building in a life cycle perspective. Depending on
the scope of the project, this can include materials, transportation, building processes, and energy use,
corresponding to life cycle modules A1–C4 as shown in Figure 1. The tool does not address occupant
behaviour beyond energy consumption (i.e., consumption of goods and services, mobility, etc. are not
included). The tool itself is limited to the carbon footprint and can be used anywhere in the building
process from early design to as-built. One reason for limiting the scope to a single impact category was
feasibility. The tool was applied in several pilot projects and was intended to be used also by people not
familiar with LCA. This demonstrates how the carbon footprint “offers the potential to get life cycle
approaches into organisations and decision making contexts which pure LCA did not reach yet” [19].
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Figure 1. Life cycle stages and system of interest, based on EN15804 [16].
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Figure 1 shows life cycle stages related to systems of interest. The life cycle stages of buildings
and construction materials are based on standards from the European Committee for Standardization
(CEN) and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) [15,16,20]. They can be divided
into the product stage, the construction/installation stage, the use stage, and the end of life stage.
In addition, it is possible to calculate benefits and loads beyond the system boundary, for example,
the benefits of exported heat from waste incineration. The calculation method for modules A1–C4 is
attributional LCA, whereas module D is based on consequential LCA [21]. This means that values from
modules A1–C4 and module D must be considered as two different types of indicators, even though
both are quantified as kg CO2-equivalents. Aggregating them will require a value-based and normative
judgment on the relative importance of each (a weighting approach), as outlined in the ISO standards
on LCA [22,23]. It should furthermore be noted that all comparisons must be made in a building
context. Figure 1 is applicable to buildings and construction materials, and adaptations/modifications
should be considered if applied to the neighbourhood level.

The input parameters into the ZEB tool are material consumption per building component
(including losses at the building site in module A5 and scenarios for the use stage), transportation
distances, and energy consumption in the use stage. The output is the carbon footprint of the building,
which can be presented in different forms (e.g., per life cycle module, per building component, etc.).
The data in the ZEB tool is based on environmental product declarations (EPD) from EPD-Norway,
Environdec, and IBU, which are three EPD programmes with a mutual recognition agreement that
shall ensure harmonisation of the content of the EPD. Where additional data are needed, these can be
based on results from an LCA, provided it adheres to the requirements of the ISO and CEN standards
mentioned above.

2.2. Adapting of the ZEB Tool to Specific Needs

The core of the ZEB tool is a database with carbon footprints for products, materials, and processes
that are gathered from environmental product declarations, supplemented with LCA calculations
with background data from the ecoinvent database [24] for products that lack EPD. The tool has been
developed in Excel and can therefore quite easily be modified and adapted without knowledge of
programming. The input parameters in this tool are the amounts and types of the materials and energy
that are used in the construction, where the units are kg/m3/m2/piece for the materials that are used
and kWh for energy. The tools is, by default, structured according to the Norwegian table of building
elements [25], where the materials and energy for each building element are entered in separate sheets.
If needed, the default structure is easily modified by the user. The ZEB tool is not directly connected to
other applications, so these must be created manually. An example of this is using bill of materials
(BoM) from a computer-aided design (CAD) tool as the basis for the input parameters. Below is
an overview of four adaptations that have been made to the ZEB tool in order to address specific
challenges. Two of the examples are of buildings (office building and apartment building) and two are
of building components (façade and floor system). An overview of each is provided in Table 1, with a
reference to further information where available. The purpose is to demonstrate both the flexibility of
the tool and the limitations.

Two key advancements of the ZEB tool were identified in these four examples, as the following:

1. connecting the ZEB tool to other tools (e.g., BIM, building performance simulation), and
2. transferring information between design phases.

Such developments would enable the ZEB tool to follow a project from concept to finished
building; therefore, facilitating the following:

3. verifying that the early design is on track to reach the desired ZEB ambition level,
4. following up and optimising the carbon footprint in the detailed design and in the building process,
5. enabling a clear association of the early-stage design parameters and their consequences in terms

of carbon footprint, and
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6. documenting that the as-built office building has actually reached the ZEB ambition.

However, challenges arise due to the complexity of interconnecting all the previous developments.
Remodelling due to changes can be a time-demanding task, sometimes requiring the remodelling of
the entire project (i.e., starting a new blank project). Consequently, effective possibilities are sought
to (i) expand the system boundary to the neighbourhood level and (ii) address the complexity of the
early design stage.

Table 1. Summary of the four examples of the Zero Emission Building (ZEB) tool adapted to
specific needs.

Case Description Lessons Learned

Office
building

Construction of an office
building with a ZEB-COM
ambition level.

This case is an office building with a ZEB-COM ambition, where the
export from on-site renewable energy production shall offset the
carbon footprint of the materials, the construction site and the
operational energy. The ZEB tool works well to document the
carbon footprint for a specific design, but it is challenging to
transfer from early design to detailed design and to update the ZEB
tool model when the BIM (building information modelling) model
is updated. There is a need for better integration with the BIM
model. Ongoing project.

Apartment
building

Renovation or upgrading of
an apartment building and
evaluating it in terms of ZEB
performance.

The ZEB tool provides information on the carbon footprint of two
alternative renovations for an apartment building. Two challenges
have been identified. The first is the challenge of extracting data
from the design basis and entering it into the ZEB tool. The second
is evaluating the sensitivity of the results to different assumptions,
e.g., on carbon footprint per kWh for the electricity [26].

Façade

Evaluating the consequences
on the carbon footprint of
moisture damage in tall
timber façades.

It has been demonstrated that the ZEB tool can (i) be parametrised
to evaluate different damage scenarios and (ii) be combined with a
probabilistic-based design methodology to include risk of decay
and mould. This works well when there are few parameters and
these can be varied stepwise. Two key challenges are (i) the amount
of options that can be generated when varying parameters and (ii)
linking the probabilistic methodology to the ZEB tool [27].

Floor
system

Compare four floor systems,
taking into account
requirements of joist span,
sound insulation, and fire
resistance.

The ZEB tool could be used to compare four different floor systems
with specified design requirements. The database was modified to
provide information for generic materials (e.g., glulam) on the
average carbon footprint and the probability distribution based on
all relevant environmental product declaration (EPD). A key
challenge is identifying which EPD are relevant in a specific
decision context and calculating the probability distribution for the
carbon footprint [28].

2.3. Expanding of the ZEB Tool to a Neighbourhood Level (ZEN)

Developing a ZEB or ZEN can be understood as part of an environmental decision-making
process. Wrisberg [29] proposed a framework for environmental decision-making. This is based on
seeing the decision process in the context of an overarching environmental or sustainability concept,
and the use of analytical and procedural tools to aid the decision-making process. The first step in the
decision-making process is to define or redefine the issue. Environmental decision-making is often an
iterative process, with the need to go back to the issue of definition when new information requires this.
Figure 2 shows a modified version of Wrisberg’s framework for environmental decision-making [29],
with zero emission neighbourhoods as the overarching concept.
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As shown in the figure, the overarching concept is the zero emission neighbourhood. In the
current ZEN definition in the FME ZEN project, this includes buildings, energy systems, mobility,
and infrastructure [7]. To support decision-making regarding such neighbourhoods, it is necessary
to use a combination of analytical tools and procedural tools. The analytical tools provide insight
and understanding to the design process, whereas the procedural tools provide a guide for using the
information from the analytical tools towards implementing the decisions needed to develop a zero
emission neighbourhood.

A key analytical tool in this context is life cycle assessment. As the overarching concept is a
zero emission neighbourhood, it is necessary to calculate the environmental impact in a life cycle
perspective to be able to evaluate if the goal is reached. However, performing a life cycle assessment
in the early design stage is not the same as performing an LCA later in the design process. There is
a large degree of freedom and significant design changes can be made in the early design process,
leaving little time to perform the LCA and requiring multiple changes to the LCA model. The results
of the LCA can be used as indicators that provide information to the decision process. A good
indicator must meet both scientific requirements (e.g., related to validity, sensitivity to change, robust
against manipulation, verifiable, etc.) and pragmatic requirements (easily understood, relevant, timely,
manageable, etc.) [30,31]. In the early design stage, the pragmatic requirements will be relatively more
important, but they must still be consistent with later results.

2.4. Enabling ZEB Tool Advancement: Algorithms in LCA for Buildings and Construction Products

It is a highly complex task to assess the environmental performance of buildings and construction
products. It becomes drastically more complex when the task is to use this information to make
improvements. There is a need for common guidelines for calculating the impacts of each element (e.g.,
construction product) and for aggregating information from constructions and services to the building
level (e.g., do you need to include 1.5 or 2 windows if you have a window with a 40-year reference
service life in a building with a 60-year reference study period?). This part has been addressed through
standardisation, both by ISO and CEN (e.g., ISO21930, EN EN15804). This paper does not address this
specific challenge, but builds on these standards. The second challenge is to use this information for
improving the design of the building.

All adaptions of the ZEB tool discussed in the previous sections were about decisions at either a
building level or material/component level. Building level challenges were therefore either defined
out of the scope (e.g., TallFacades, where the function of the wall is identical in all examples) or via
parameters that limited the selection before using the tool (e.g., WoodSols, where the fire, sound,
and span length limited the number of solutions). Modelling consequences across system levels and
allowing a more flexible use of parameters (e.g., not just a limited set of predetermined parameters) will
add complexity to the model. The main challenge is the added complexity when expanding from ZEB
to ZEN, especially in the early design stage, where there is a large amount of design options available.
Going through all the options one by one is not possible, and parameterization becomes necessary.
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However, parameterization on its own can rapidly lead to an overwhelming and time-consuming
task of exploring, analysing, and evaluating all available options under the form of all possible
combinations, in order to understand the behaviour at different system levels. Algorithms can be used
to overcome these challenges and will help in identifying either a specific solution or a limited set
of preferable options. Consequently, the question raises into: “How have algorithms and life cycle
assessment been used in the building and construction industry?”. To address this question, a mapping
review has been carried out.

3. Algorithms and Life Cycle Assessment in the Building and Construction Industry:
A Mapping Review

3.1. Systematic Mapping: Methodology

The literature review presented in this study is built upon an established research methodology [32,33]
that ensures a comprehensive search process and systematic review of the relevant literature.
The approach is based on guidelines for conducting systematic mapping studies in software
engineering [33], whose principles are applicable to other fields of study. Systematic reviews provide
the tool for a transparent and reproducible research synthesis, thus offering greater clarity, internal
validity, and audibility [32,33].

Mapping review has been selected among different types of reviews to map out and categorise the
existing literature, in order to identify gaps in the literature and subsequently to identify where there
are research needs. The first step in the review process is to define the scope of the research, which
allows focusing of the research question [32]. The present study opts to map out the use of algorithms
and life cycle assessment in the building and construction industry. The PICOC framework [34],
as shown in Table 2, is applied to define the key concepts of the research. The research question
develops into: “How (O) have algorithms (I) and life cycle assessment (P) been used (C—comparison)
in the building and construction industry (C—context)?”.

Table 2. The PICOC framework.

Population Life cycle assessment (LCA).
Intervention or Exposure Application of algorithms.

Comparison Comparison and correlation between different methods that interconnect with
different purposes in the application of life cycle assessment.

Outcome(s) Current knowledge and potential gaps in the literature and applications.
Context Building and construction industry.

The following search strategy was used to:

• Perform an initial search on general terms.
• Perform a database search specific to algorithms application in life cycle assessment.
• Use key results from initial search to find further literature (snowballing).

Use the commercially available software NVivo [35] to classify literature and identify correlations
between topics.

Table 3 shows an overview of initial search terms on Google Scholar, Scopus, and Web of Science.
These were used to provide an idea of the volume of literature related to buildings and LCA. The results
are sensitive to the choice of search term, typically leading either to a large amount of hits or a small
amount of hits.

The next step was to identify literature related to LCA and the use of algorithms. Two electronic
databases of peer-reviewed literature were used. Scopus and Web of Science are relevant sources
of information in this research area [36,37]. The keywords, operators, and nesting combinations are
presented in Table 4. The keywords were applied to the title/abstract/keywords level. The last search
was performed in March 2018. Based on the highest ranked results in the search databases presented
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in Table 3, further literature was identified through snowballing. Table 4 shows the elements of the
PICOC framework, and Figure 3 shows the screening process of the literature based on the PRISMA
(preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses) statement [38]. Table 5 shows the
inclusion and exclusion criteria used in the mapping. The final number of included articles is 70.

Table 3. Initial search terms and results.

Search Term * Google Scholar Scopus Web of Science

LCA buildings 32,500 2034 1239

LCA “building sector” 4500 736 85
LCA “building sector” parametric 405 2 2

LCA “building sector” optimization 2440 9 11
LCA “building sector” parameter 2880 14 8

LCA construction 84,900 7637 1180
LCA construction parametric 7100 259 16

LCA construction optimization 19,900 2045 93
LCA construction parameter 23,000 1398 92

* The search terms were adapted to the search syntax for each database, e.g., LCA “building sector” optimization in
Google scholar and lca AND “building sector” AND (optimization OR optimisation) in Web of Science and Scopus.
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Table 4. Keywords and Boolean operators.

Elements
of PICOC Population

AND
Intervention

AND
Comparison

AND
Outcomes

AND
Context

Search
terms

LCA OR
“life cycle”

algorithm *
(wildcard search) - - -

Table 5. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Criteria 1st Exclusion Criteria 2nd Exclusion Criteria 3rd Exclusion Criteria

Reason Qualitative based on the
type of literature

Scientific based on keywords,
titles, and abstract Scientific based on article

What
Scientific journal articles
and conference
proceedings; English

Publications that were specific to other industries than the
building industry/construction were not included, but
articles on general LCA methodology were included.

3.2. Systematic Mapping: Results

3.2.1. Classification and Analysis

To answer the question on how algorithms and life cycle assessment been used in the building
and construction industry, it was necessary to identify which methods were used and how they were
used. All articles addressed algorithms. Twenty-three analytical or procedural methods and eight
types of purposes were identified:

• Methods: CAD, decision-tree, eco-design, eco-efficiency, energy simulation, finite element, fuzzy,
genetic algorithm, heuristic, LCC (abbreviation for “life cycle costing”), Markov chain, Monte
Carlo, multicriteria, neural network, nonlinear programming, parametric design, propagation,
risk analysis, sensitivity analysis, simulation, swarm, uncertainty analysis

• Purpose: Building rating, compare, decide, design (excluding “research design”), optimize,
renovate/rehabilitate, simplify, solve

The classification is based on the occurrence of the words in the publications without evaluating
the context it is used in. The approach is therefore suitable for providing an overview.

Table 6 shows an overview of the frequency of occurrence of the methods and purposes in
the identified literature on LCA and algorithms. Red represents high occurrence and green low
occurrence. This means that red indicates a theme that is commonly addressed, and green indicates a
theme where it is likely that more research is needed. From the table, we can see that for purposes,
“building rating” and “renovation/rehabilitation” are not addressed often, whereas “design” and
“compare” are often addressed. For method, “finite element” and “CAD” are not addressed often,
whereas “simulation” and “sensitivity analysis” are often addressed. The methods have been grouped
according to method type.

Table 6. Frequency of combinations of purpose and methods.

Building
Rating

Renovate,
Rehabilitate Design Compare Simplify Optimize Solve Decide Total, Row

Monte Carlo 0 29 57 99 34 69 34 11 333
Parametric

design 0 14 56 56 42 56 14 19 257

Sensitivity
analysis 12 85 289 370 147 264 226 123 1516

Uncertainty
analysis 0 37 107 172 47 102 60 68 593

Risk analysis 0 52 156 187 49 119 89 97 749
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Table 6. Cont.

Building
Rating

Renovate,
Rehabilitate Design Compare Simplify Optimize Solve Decide Total, Row

CAD * 0 0 41 41 29 41 10 29 191
Finite element 12 12 14 14 0 14 12 12 90

Simulation 13 162 502 570 204 475 326 138 2390
Energy

simulation 12 26 63 61 33 63 40 31 329

Decision-tree 0 10 111 100 64 99 47 99 530
Fuzzy 7 16 159 190 40 123 115 79 729

Genetic
algorithm 7 65 189 169 33 196 102 21 782

Heuristic 0 14 150 148 81 162 107 43 705
Markov chain 0 36 37 37 33 40 20 0 203

Neural network 19 26 165 150 76 163 65 53 717
Propagation 7 46 200 314 146 197 157 84 1151

Linear
programming 0 41 216 231 105 213 229 38 1073

Nonlinear
programming 0 0 77 76 63 78 78 0 372

Multicriteria 7 54 288 286 84 231 202 76 1228
Swarm 0 14 74 71 15 74 74 0 322
LCC ** 0 76 158 149 45 162 36 19 645

Eco-design 0 0 191 189 159 165 112 80 896
Eco-efficiency 0 16 75 77 59 77 59 45 408
Total, column 96 831 3375 3757 1588 3183 2214 1165

Occurrence:
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3.2.2. Analytical Methods

This section provides an overview of algorithms used in analytical methods. This is not an
exhaustive overview of all the methods and their application, as this is beyond the scope of this paper.
Analytical methods were divided either according to the object of the algorithm (“what?”): buildings
or construction products, either to the purpose of the algorithm (“what for?”): to investigate scenarios
or to solve multicriteria optimization problems.

Buildings. Hollberg and Ruth [39] provided an overview of parametric design and LCA from
the architects’ perspective. They found that most LCA tools are based on calculating environmental
impact based on a bill of materials (BoM; or bill of quantities, BoQ). There are many approaches for
generating the BoM, but the use of CAD for this purpose is increasing. This leads towards the use of
BIM, which allows further parametrisation. However, they also note that “[p]arametric approaches for
building LCA are rare”. Rodrigues et al. [40] performed a case study of the retrofitting of residential
buildings, with a focus on streamlining the analysis to reduce time and resource use.

Construction products. Sousa and Wallace [41] addressed the challenge of classifying products into
groups of comparable products. They used decision-tree algorithms and artificial neural networks to
perform an approximate life cycle assessment of design components. The result of using this algorithm
was an automated classification of products. Preliminary best options were first identified and were
developed further in full parametric LCA models in later design stages. Ardente et al. [42] addressed
a similar problem, but focused more on the uncertainty for specific products instead of groups of
products. They employed a fuzzy approach to calculate eco-profiles of products that allow the user to
evaluate the quality of the life cycle inventory.

Scenarios. Scenarios are necessary to determine the environmental impact of a building or
construction product. In the early design stage of a building, all modules from A4 to C4 represent
scenarios. Scenarios can be developed for all the modules or for specific modules, for example,
a scenario for A5 to describe the installation or assembly process. Scenarios can also be developed for
specific aspects. Energy simulation is one of the most common approaches for use-stage scenarios,
partly due to building code requirements for energy consumption in the use stage. Tam et al. [43]
performed a review of biologically inspired algorithms to simulate energy use in life cycle assessment.
They distinguished between black box, grey box, and white box approaches. A black box model is based
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on models where we do not—or even cannot—understand the internal functions; for example, machine
learning algorithms. A white box model is based on physical modelling, where we understand the
relationships. Finally, a grey box model is a combination of black and white box models. Their findings
indicate that there is no single optimal approach and that the choice of algorithm depends on
the decision context. Shi et al. [44] discussed energy simulation from the architects’ perspective.
They identified genetic algorithms as the most used design optimisation technique. However, they
also found that although there is extensive use of algorithms for energy simulation, there is a lack of
integration with tools that are used by architects (e.g., CAD). There concluded that there is a need both
for more accurate simulation models and for procedural methods that integrate the energy results with
other decisions. Gregory et al. [45] used a decision-tree algorithm to compare alternative solutions
in a life cycle perspective. This approach identified the most influential parameters in the scenarios,
including parameters related to system boundaries. A case study on pavement showed that albedo
effects and modelling of the maintenance were more influential parameters than parameters that
often receive more attention, such as study period and allocation principles. Focusing on an often
overlooked theme, Schöbi and Chatzi [46] developed a framework for LCA and maintenance planning
using Markov chain algorithms. The strength of this approach is that it goes beyond a priori simulation
to also include feedback on the state of the construction work in the use stage. This can increase
the precision considerably. A drawback is the amount of information required on the state of the
construction work. The literature mapping indicates that algorithms could be used to further develop
and evaluate scenarios (A4–C4).

Multicriteria decisions: Complexity and value choices. Multicriteria decision problems are another
salient result from the literature mapping. These are decisions where one wishes to optimise several
criteria at the same time. Multicriteria decision problems arise when there are multiple and conflicting
criteria. Solving these will involve a value judgment on the relative importance of criteria compared
against each other, either in the form of a weighting factor (e.g., global warming impacts are deemed
twice as important as eutrophication impacts) or the introduction of constraints (e.g., no more
than x kg CO2-eq. per product or no more than y Euro per product). Introducing additional
parameters, constraints, and value choices will lead to more complex models. Carreras et al. [47]
showed how multiobjective optimisation can be used as a tool to study trade-off solutions, using
nonlinear programming to identify redundant environmental metrics. The approach allows a
simplification of multicriteria problems, reducing the computational time to identify the best options.
As mentioned above, Gregory et al. [45] proposed a methodology for making robust decisions under
uncertainty, based on decision-tree algorithms and probability distributions. This method can also
be used to address multicriteria decision problems. Finally, for weighting problems (i.e., combining
incommensurable results into a single indicator), the overarching challenge is that weighting is based
on value judgements and not on science [23].

3.2.3. Procedural Methods

This section provides an overview of algorithms used in procedural methods. This is not an
exhaustive overview of all the methods and their application, as this is beyond the scope of this paper.
Procedural methods are divided depending on the purpose of the algorithm: either decision-making,
labelling, and rating schemes, or design in general.

Decision-making. The results from analytical methods can be used as input into procedural
methods, as support for making better decisions. Especially results from multicriteria decision analysis
can be used in decision-making. A survey by Zanghelini et al. [48] found that multicriteria decision
analysis is typically used in three different stages in an LCA: life cycle impact assessment (e.g.,
weighting), life cycle inventory, and goal and scope definition. Decisions can also be made for different
systems of interest, for example, the neighbourhood level [49], building level [39,40], component
level [50], and material level [51,52]. A general challenge is to balance precision with timeliness, or to
know “when ‘good enough’ is best” as formulated by Bala et al. [53]. To improve the decision-making
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process, an automated or streamlined process is needed that can account for environmental aspects
and other aspects such as costs [40,44]. Several authors also stressed the need to take uncertainty into
account [51,53,54]. This is especially a challenge for emerging technologies and novel materials [55].

Labelling and rating schemes. Building rating schemes (e.g., BREEAM, LEED, Green-Star, DGBC,
etc.) and product labels and declarations (e.g., EU Flower, EPD, Nordic Swan, etc.) are common
procedural approaches in the building and construction industry. However, the literature mapping
shows that there has been limited focus on the combination of LCA/algorithms and labelling/rating.
Zanghelini and Cherubini [48] discussed the connection between multicriteria decision analysis,
product declarations, and building rating schemes, and identified global warming, acidification, and
eutrophication as the three most common environmental impacts in this area in existing studies.
Tam, Le, Tran and Wang [43] discussed the challenge of performing an LCA that conforms both with
the requirements of building rating schemes and the legal requirements in building codes (especially
for energy requirements). Their findings showed that the complexity of adapting an LCA model is
a barrier for architectural designers, who typically are not familiar with LCA software products.

Design. Procedural approaches for the design of neighbourhoods, buildings, building components,
or construction materials have been found in the literature mapping, although to a much lesser extent
than analytical approaches. There is a large variation in description of design methods, from specific
methodologies to more general concepts (e.g., recommendation to include LCA results in a design
process or eco-design, without further details provided). Some articles outline a procedural method,
for example, Hollberg and Ruth’s [39] method for performing a parametric LCA on buildings and
Perez-Gallardo et al. [56] design for an end-of-life approach for photovoltaic modules. In a parametric
context, a procedural method includes defining parameters (decision variables), constraints, and
the function or functions of the system of interest. This will depend on the system of interest and
the decision context. For example, in the early design stages at the building level, the geometry
(shape/form) is the key parameter that an architect, planner, or designer takes into account [39,44].
An example of this is the general procedure for combining optimisation algorithms into the design
process developed by Shi et al. [44]. Challenges identified by Attia et al. [57] for building performance
optimisation include the low return and lack of appreciation in the industry.

4. Discussion

4.1. General Focus of Research

Table 6 can be used to identify gaps of knowledge and themes which have been investigated most:
green indicates a theme that is less salient and where it is likely that more research is needed, whereas
red indicates a theme that is commonly addressed. An under-researched purpose is a column with
mainly green. An under-researched method is a row with mainly green.

Low analytical-level purposes such as Design, Compare, and Optimize have been shown to
occur the most frequently, while high analytical-level purposes such as Simplify or Decide have been
shown to occur the least frequently. This demonstrates that the focus has been more on analysing,
modelling, and understanding, whereas the use of the results in decisions or to simplify are left to
the reader. This corresponds to the general behaviour of stakeholders interested in (raw) data, with
very few of them able to analyse it to transform it into knowledge. Actions and decisions need to be
knowledge-based so that evaluation can take place according to the framework for smart use of data
defined by Labonnote et al. [58]:

• Monitoring is defined as a short-term collection of data and information, which does not take into
account outcomes and impact. Here, monitoring could refer to the collection of bills of materials.

• Reasoning is defined as any data-analysing process that enables one to transform data into
valuable knowledge. All the identified methods belong to the reasoning step.

• Acting is defined as the short-term result of access to new knowledge. End-users are usually
expected to make decisions, whocan then create specific tasks to be performed by specific persons or
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specific equipment. The decision may be taken within the reasoning process as part of the generation
of new knowledge. All the identified purposes of the algorithms belong to the acting step.

• Evaluating is defined as the process of assessing the outcomes and long-term impact of previous
actions, decisions, and data collection. The evaluating process is a management tool.

4.2. Project Phases

A construction project can be divided into the following phases: the (i) planning phase, (ii) early
design phase, (iii) detailed design phase, (iv) as-built phase, and (v) in-operation phase. The literature
mapping has shown numerous possibilities of applying algorithmic approaches within each phase, for
example, parametric design to explore the design space. However, the transition between the phases is
rarely addressed. This is also the experience in the ZEB tool examples, especially for the office building.
Here, there is a need for further research. A possible development of the ZEB tool in this regard can be
to integrate it with either CAD or BIM, allowing changes in one tool to be automatically integrated in
the other; this eliminates redundancy. The early design stage has been more specifically shown to lack
standardised and systematic approaches, including uncertainty and variability; for example, under the
form of probability distributions. This knowledge is critical as this is the stage where major design
changes can and should occur. Similarly, the early design stage has unveiled a general challenge for
parametric models: how to identify comparable alternatives. For example, in one decision context,
a broad range of building boards may be applicable. In another decision context, it will make more
sense to distinguish between building boards for indoor and outdoor use. This is a context-sensitive
problem that needs further research. Another challenge is to address the detailing level as a feature
specific to each project and to each project phase. Parametric design has been so far mostly used in
the early design phase, because the level of detailing is coarse enough to enable a substantial number
of computational runs within a reasonable amount of time. The massive increase in computational
power in recent years is likely to enable a greater level of detailing for any project phases, even those
requiring complex analyses or large amounts of data. The main barrier to parameterization is often
not directly related to technology, but to the amount of structured information people need and can
process. The correct trade-off is therefore always project-, people-, and project phase-related, and its
evaluation should always be user-centric.

4.3. System of Interest

None of the articles identified in the literature mapping have focused on the neighbourhood
level and algorithms. The focus has been on buildings or building components, with some also
addressing the construction materials. A key challenge is the connections between the systems of
interest, for example, how the design of a construction product takes the consequences on the building
and neighbourhood level into account (see Figure 4). The ZEB tool used on floor systems is an example
of this, where the floor system considered consequences due to performance requirements at the
building level. This could be further evolved by analysing the consequences for the load-bearing
structure. Algorithms show here a substantial potential for exploring consequences. It may however
be challenging to develop algorithms that can account for all multiperformance criteria.

4.4. Analytical Methods

The analysis of the distribution of methods between analytical and procedural categories shows
that the focus is mainly on analytical methods, with detailed descriptions of method and results.
In theory, all the analytical methods can also be used as input into procedural methods. Parametric
design is used both as an analytical tool and as a combined analytical and procedural tool. This confirms
that algorithms including LCA have been developed up to now predominantly for producing data,
and not to support decisions. This is in line with the identified needs that include: the simplification
and parametrisation of tools, better modelling of scenarios, integration of tools, incorporation of
multiperformance criteria and/or multiobjective optimisation, and adaptation to the decision context.
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The literature on analytical methods shows a predominant focus on the design stage, for example, the
design of buildings or design of construction products. Energy consumption in the use stage is also
often addressed. Fewer articles focus on maintenance and repair scenarios for the building, and even
fewer focus on the end of life. None of the identified publications addressed the neighbourhood level,
indicating that this is an under-researched system level.

The finite element method stands out as the least used, followed by CAD and parametric design.
Although CAD is a common approach when designing buildings or construction products, it is
shown here that the combination of LCA and algorithms within CAD is an under-researched theme.
One reason for this may be that a common combination of LCA and CAD is to either supplement
the CAD model with static LCA properties (e.g., kg CO2-eq. per kg material) or to export a bill of
materials (BoM) from the CAD model to an LCA software. Both approaches end up with a static and
linear combination of LCA and CAD.
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4.5. Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis

The literature mapping results show that sensitivity analyses have been performed in LCA,
while uncertainty analysis and parametric analysis have lower frequency. The review shows that
advances have been made toward applying global sensitivity analysis [59,60]; however, accounting
simultaneously for varying parameters (i.e., design, scenario) and involved uncertainties in LCA
calculations is identified as another under-researched method. The importance of accounting for
uncertainties in LCA has been already been discussed in previous literature [40,45,59–68] and
also recognized in the ISO 14044 standard [69]. Sensitivity analyses can be used to identify the
dominant parameters of the expected overall LCA of the considered system. Subsequently, the LCA
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model can be simplified while enabling a clearer overview of the variance of the multiperformance
criteria and multiobjective optimisation decisions (minimisation of cost and environmental impact).
Such a combination can become even more useful while expanding the system of interest or life
cycle stage, shifting though building scales (component, element, building, infrastructure, and
neighbourhood) and/or though stages (product, construction/installation, use, and end-of-life stage)
as shown in Figure 4. The complexities and nonlinearities that are enhanced from the transition from
buildings to neighbourhoods may be also overcome by the application of algorithms.

4.6. Procedural Methods

The literature mapping revealed that the use of algorithms in LCA for buildings and construction
materials has mainly been analytical methods, providing decision support. There is a lack of procedural
methods. This is also reflected in the examples for the ZEB tool, for which it has been used analytically
and with a less defined procedural approach. For the design process, this is likely a useful tool.
In particular, there is a need for procedural methods that allow the ZEB tool to easily transfer between
project phases, from early design to as-built.

4.7. From ZEB to ZEN

Andresen [3] provides a nine-step approach to developing a ZEB: (i) location, orientation, and
form; (ii) daylight and sun; (iii) material choices; (iv) the building envelope—insulation and air
tightness; (v) effective lights and appliances; (vi) efficient heating, ventilation, and cooling systems;
(vii) renewable thermal energy; (viii) renewable electricity; and (ix) measurements and controls.
This is not a linear process, but key steps that can be revisited during the design process. Combining
these steps with algorithmic approaches can provide more insight into the options of each step, but
this requires more procedural methods that could guide the process. The evolution from ZEB to
ZEN corresponds to the addition of energy systems, mobility, and infrastructure within the original
scope: buildings. A central question is therefore how the design of ZEB can and should adapt to the
neighbourhood perspective. Broadening from buildings to neighbourhoods with the help of algorithms
can reduce the risk of designing buildings that are suboptimal in a neighbourhood context. Finally,
the need for simplification in the decision-making process is likely to be even more substantial as the
complexity increases at the neighbourhood level. The carbon footprint approach represents therefore a
favourite candidate for practical implementation reasons, even if correlation with other environmental
impact categories should be investigated to avoid the risk of problem shifting.

In conclusion, parametric approaches using algorithms have been shown to be a promising
approach to designing zero emission neighbourhoods and zero emission buildings. They can address
the key challenges of time and resource use, both in exploring options and in transitioning through
the design process. This is in line with Lotteau et al.’s [6] identification of a “clear research need for
the development of approaches that would enable the contextualization of the assessment of energy
consumption in buildings while remaining consistent with data availability in a project’s early design
phase”. Writing on parametric design thinking, Oxman [70] states that “[s]cripting and tool-making
are becoming required forms of knowledge in research, education, and practice”. This seems to
be just as relevant for performing LCA of neighbourhoods, buildings, and construction materials.
The adaptability of the ZEB tool is, in practice, limited by the time and effort that is required to adapt
the tool. Parametric approaches can overcome these barriers.

5. Summary and Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to investigate how the use of parametric LCA models can contribute
to better decision-making for materials/components, buildings, and neighbourhoods during different
life cycle stages. The motivation for investigating parametric LCA models for ZEB and ZEN is the
need for decision support that extends the scope of current approaches [12]. This article first presents
the ZEB tool and its adaptation to changing needs, and then provides an overview of how algorithms
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have been used in the context of LCA and buildings and construction industry. The literature mapping
has provided an overview of how algorithms and life cycle assessment have been used in the building
and construction industry by identifying research gaps, thus providing a foundation for further
possibilities of evolving the ZEB tool. Analytical methods have been mapped according to the object
of the algorithms: buildings or construction products, and according to the purpose of the algorithms:
to investigate scenarios or to solve multicriteria optimization problems. Procedural methods have
been mapped according to the purpose of the algorithms: either decision-making, labelling, and
rating schemes, or design in general. Results have identified a general gap of knowledge regarding
the use of parametric LCA models for decision-support purposes, demonstrated by the substantial
focus on analytical methods compared to procedural methods. Other specific findings were discussed;
among them: transitions between construction project phases were poorly addressed; the early design
stage exhibited specific challenges; the neighbourhood level was investigated very little; and the
simultaneous integration of parametric and sensitivity analysis. Implications for the evolution from
ZEB to ZEN are twofold: (i) an integrated approach with multiple tools and methods is required, and
(ii) further development of algorithms in the tool is needed to address complexity, sensitivity, and
uncertainty. The tool itself and the use of the tool should be context-specific. This study is expected to
foster the development of algorithmic approaches to improve the ZEB tool as a decision-support tool.
Further research should address the key questions of when and how.
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